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Abstract. The QoS-aware web service composition is an important topic that is 
intensively discussed in the last ten years. The approach of Canfora, for exam-
ple, solves this problem in an acceptable time period. The lack of most of the 
approaches for a QoS-aware composition is, however, that they completely ig-
nore monitoring and user feedback for single web services. In this paper the 
idea of taking monitoring and user feedback into account while composing web 
services will be introduced.  
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1   Introduction 

As the acceptance of service orientated systems grows, the demand of web services 
increases. While in the past simple functions like currency conversions were re-
quested, today complex behavior is required. Complex behaviors are realized by web 
service compositions in which web services themselves invoke other web services.  

In most cases there is an associated price to pay for use of a composition. Thus the 
service provider has a financial interest, that his composition is invoked as often as 
possible. Because of the stark similarities in equivalent services, the provider can only 
distinguish itself from the competitors by the non-functional properties and the user 
experience. The adaption on the user’s non-functional requirements can be realized by 
the mechanism called late binding – Instead of defining the invoked services at design 
time, only the needed function and the interface are defined in the form of so called 
abstract services. Directly after the client’s request and with the knowledge of the cli-
ent’s QoS-preferences, the abstract services are replaced by concrete ones, which con-
tribute to fulfill the client’s non-functional requirements. If a chosen concrete service 
does not keep its promised properties during execution, it can be replaced by another. 
Such an adaptive behavior is called re-binding.  

The set of equivalent services which can replace each other can be obtained by put-
ting a request to the discovery component. Normally the abstract service itself, which 
describes the needed functionality and interface, is used as request for the service se-
lection. 

Beside the QoS properties, considering monitoring and user feedback during late- 
and re-binding is also very important. The monitoring feedback informs the composi-



tion service how often a service has broken its promised non-functional properties. 
The user feedback provides information regarding the user’s satisfaction, for example, 
with regard to the composition’s user interface. 

If the binding process does not consider the monitoring feedback, low-quality ser-
vices often violating the promised QoS, could not be identified. Of course, such ser-
vices are recognized during their execution but cause unnecessary re-binding proc-
esses. A Re-binding process may cause a composition process to violate its maximum 
response time. 

User feedback is necessary to optimize the human user’s experience using the 
composition. This in turn directly influences the community’s opinion about the com-
position. The provider is interested in a good opinion, because this will increase the 
composition’s usage. 

This paper introduces the idea of taking monitoring and user feedback into account 
while late- and re-binding. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, a review about the relevant state-of-the-art in late- and re-binding will be pro-
vided; in Section 3, the research problem of considering feedback during binding will 
be discussed in more detail. Finally, in Section 4 current and future work in develop-
ing a QoS- and feedback-aware binding component will be described. 

2   Related Work 

The Quality-of-Service aware late-binding and re-binding is no new idea. The re-
search community discusses this topic in very detail. The basics are done in the Ph.D 
of Cardoso [2], which provides the mathematical formulas to calculate time, cost, fi-
delity and reliability in composed web services. These formulas are extended with 
further quality of service formulas, such as the one for availability in [1]. 

Based on the formulas in [2], the different late-binding and re-binding components 
are built. Yu and Lin in [5] recognize that the main task of developing such compo-
nents is to solve the optimization problem OP(S). OP(S) identifies a composition of 
concrete services from a set S of possible compositions of concrete services that op-
timizes the client’s requirements. 

Zeng et.al in [4] solve the optimization problem through integer programming (IP). 
They take global as well as local QoS constraints into account. Their approach finds 
the best composition of concrete services (if it exists), but performance measurements 
show that the response time of this approach is unacceptably high by a significant 
number of potential solutions [1].  

The second main approach in this area is the one of proposed by Canfora et.al [1]. 
This approach uses the genetic algorithm. Unlike IP, the genetic algorithm does not 
find the best solution, but a solution near the best. This is done in favor of a better 
performance [1]. In order to support multi-attributive optimization, the different QoS 
criteria are summed up to a global function defining how optimal a composition of 
concrete services is. By doing so, the individual criteria are not equal anymore. In 
case a criterion’s amplitude is very small compared to the amplitude of the others, this 
criterion’s influence on the optimization’s result is less strong. That means, that the 



criterion with the highest amplitude dominates the optimization independent of the 
user’s preferences.  

The genetic algorithm is faster than the IP approach, although both yield similar 
solutions. On the other hand, the genetic algorithm has already a huge potential to fur-
ther optimize the performance. For example, it is well known that the two-point-
cross-over operator for recombination advances the convergence to a local optimum.  

All developed binding components (METEOR-S [10], ASG [11], eFlow [12], 
WebFlow [13] or SeCSe [3]) are based, more or less, on one of the two algorithms 
developed by Zeng et al. and Canfora et al. With little need for improvements, they 
can be used in real-world scenarios.  

The main lack of the solutions so far is however, that they neither take monitoring 
nor user’s feedback into account, although there are approaches for reputation model 
as well as for reputation-based services discovery. For instance Kalepu defines repu-
tation as a function of user ratings, service quality and compliance [14]. Another defi-
nition is presented by Maximilian [8]. He proposes a shared reputation model for web 
services as well as an autonomic service selection based on reputation information. 
Further reputation-based discovery approaches are proposed by Majithia et al. [15] 
and Hauswirth [9]. 

3   Research Problem 

Taking monitoring and user feedback into account to optimize web service compo-
sitions can be achieved in four steps.  

First of all, a feedback model that stores the monitoring and user feedback has to 
be developed. Perhaps an existing one can be reused or adapted to the binder’s cir-
cumstances.  

The second step is to define mathematical formulas similar to the QoS-criteria, 
which predict the values of the monitoring and the user feedback of a certain compo-
sition of concrete services. The calculated monitoring feedback defines the probability 
of a re-binding event. The value of user feedback gives an assumption how satisfied 
the user will be with this composition. Both values are necessary to decide if a certain 
combination of concrete web services chosen to realize a composition is better than 
another one. 

In the third step the optimization algorithm must be extended so that the solution 
with the best non-functional properties and the best feedback is searched. The genetic 
algorithm is likely to provide the fastest solution, that’s why the approach of Canfora 
et.al should further be refined. 

Finally, after the theoretical treatment of the research problem, the solutions must 
be implemented and validated. Therefore the common architecture of existing binding 
components (also called binder) must be extended. 

Subsequently, the architecture that supports the four steps will look like the one 
provided in figure 1. It consists of six main components: discovery, monitoring, nego-
tiation, user’s feedback, execution engine and monitoring feedback. While the four 
components are already proposed by Canfora et al., the remaining two components 
are newly proposed. 



• The discovery component is used to get all the available concrete services 
for each abstract service. 

• The negotiation component is used to document promised non-functional 
properties as Service Level Agreement. 

• The monitoring component is used to recognize re-binding events. 
• The execution engine is used to execute the workflow. 

The two newly proposed components are required for a feedback-aware binding 
process.  

• The user experience component stores and provides the user’s feedback. 
• The monitoring feedback component documents how often a concrete 

web service has broken the promised non-functional properties. 

 

Fig. 1. Rudimental architecture of a binding component, which takes feedback into account. 

4   Current and Future Work 

Currently, the genetic algorithm approach is being extended to provide a real multi-
attributive optimization to solve the binding problem. The extended algorithm will be 
based on the pareto optimization, the classical technique to optimize more than one 
criterion. 

In the future, proposed feedback and reputation models will be evaluated with re-
gard to their fitness into the binding process. Furthermore, a mathematical formula to 
predict the re-binding probability and the user’s from a composition will be derived. 
Later the integration of these formulas into the genetic algorithm proposed by Canfora 
will be supported and analyzed. 



The genetic algorithm has a large range of control parameters influencing the exe-
cution time of the algorithm. That’s why as a last step a performance optimization of 
the genetic algorithm itself must be done. The optimization should identify those val-
ues of control parameters, which execute the genetic algorithm in the fastest way.  

Finally, a validation and a comparison of the developed solution against the state-
of-the-art technologies will be performed. 
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